
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, 26th January 2022 
 

Set by: DE 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1  
 
 

1. What is the three-letter abbreviation for a hundredweight? cwt 

2. According to local saying, which National Trust property in Derbyshire is “more glass than 
wall”? 

Hardwick Hall 

3. In American colleges, what is the equivalent for female students of a fraternity? Sorority 

4. What does the letter Q stand for in the acronym QUANGO? Quasi 

5. The easternmost extremity of mainland Africa is in which country? Somalia 

6. What is James Bond’s Royal Navy rank? Commander 

7. Which test cricket team are known as the Black Caps? New Zealand 

8. Advertisements for which domestic product featured the fictional handyman Barry Scott? Cillit Bang 

9. Of which element is protium the most abundant isotope? Hydrogen 

10. Which breakfast cereal did its inventor Henry Perky describe as “little whole wheat 
mattresses”? 

Shredded Wheat 

 
  



Team Round 2 

1. Happy New Year January traditions 

a) What is the alliterative name for the custom whereby the first to enter a home on New Year’s 
Day is a man of a certain hair colour carrying a specific object, often a piece of coal? 

First-footing 

b) In which archipelago of the British Isles do Up Helly Aa fire festivals take place? Shetland 

c) In the South Welsh Mari Lwyd* (meaning “Grey Mary”) revellers blag booze and money touring 
houses and pubs with an ornamented skull … of whom or what?   (*Pronounce as “Marie Lloyd”) 

A Horse 
(Accept Mare) 

2. Sporterloo  

a) Near which city is the ground of the rugby union club Waterloo F.C., for whom England 
internationals Will Greenwood, Austin Healy and Paul Grayson all once played? 

Liverpool 

b) Associated with Blackpool’s Waterloo Hotel, and first contested in 1907, the Waterloo Handicap 
is a major competition in which predominantly Northern sport? 

Crown Green Bowls 
(Prompt Bowls) 

c) Between 1836 and 2005, when it was finally outlawed, in which so-called sport was England’s 
premier competition called the Waterloo Cup? 

(Hare) Coursing 

3. Stars in Songs   

a) In their 2011 UK number 2, Maroon 5 claimed to have Moves Like … which veteran lead singer? Mick Jagger 
(“Moves Like Jagger”) 

b) In a 1984 number 3 hit, who speculated that Robert de Niro’s Waiting…? Bananarama 

c) The singer nicknamed Mr Excitement is mentioned in the title of which Van Morrison 
composition, subtitled I’m in Heaven When You Smile? 

Jackie Wilson Said 

4. Terriers The locations after which these terrier breeds were named are in which historic counties: 

a) Bedlington terrier; Northumberland 

b) Patterdale terrier; Westmoreland 
(Prompt Cumbria) 

c) Sealyham terrier? Pembrokeshire 
(Prompt Dyfed) 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 

5. Mohs Minerals  

a) Used as a fertilizer and to make plaster, under what name does calcium sulfate dihydrate define 
the value 2 on the Mohs hardness scale? 

Gypsum 

b) The next most abundant mineral in the Earth’s continental crust after feldspar, which form of 
silica defines the value 7 on the Mohs scale? 

Quartz 

c) Which phosphate mineral defining 5 on the scale is unusual in being found in organic material 
being a major component of bone and tooth enamel? 

Apatite 

6. Heraldic Shapes  

a) Which hairstyle is also the heraldic term for a five-pointed star? Mullet 

b) What is it that can be sucked and is the heraldic term for a diamond shape? Lozenge 

c) What heraldic term for an elongated rectangle can also be an assigned sleeping place? Billet 

7. Miles and Miles and Miles  

a) A stretch of which seaside resort’s promenade is known as the Golden Mile? Blackpool 

b) In Edinburgh, how are Castlehill, Lawnmarket, High Street, Canongate and Abbey Strand 
collectively known? 

The Royal Mile 

c) What is the nickname for the part of the Wilmslow Road which runs through Rusholme in South 
Manchester? 

The Curry Mile 

8. Gastronomic Pairings Identify these rhyming pairs of food and drink items that differ only in their initial letters: 

a) A Neapolitan ice-cream containing preserved fruit and nuts … and a tomato purée;  Cassata and Passata 

b) A Danish hard cheese … and a German confectionery manufacturer founded by Hans Riegel in 
Bonn and named accordingly? 

Maribo and Haribo 

c) Another cheese, this one associated with the Californian city of Monterey … and the fortified 
Spanish white wine that constituted part of a Poet Laureate’s salary.   

Jack and Sack 



 
Individual Round 3 A Round of Connections 
 

1. From the names ascribed to the two teams, what was the name given to first class cricket 
games in which amateurs played professionals? 

Gentlemen v Players 

2. What was the more usual description of the Clint Eastwood character who was variously called 
Joe, Monco or Mongo, and Blondie in the three successive films of a 1960s trilogy? 

The Man with No Name 

3. In the UK, which illustrator’s name is ascribed to a device known in America as a Rube 
Goldberg machine? 

Heath Robinson (contraption) 

4. Which is the only thatched building in London within the area defined by the North and South 
Circular Roads? 

Globe Theatre 

5. In a celebrated speech, what did Churchill describe as descending “from Stettin in the Baltic to 
Trieste in the Adriatic”? 

Iron Curtain 

6. Which informal dog show hosted by the Kennel Club is open to dogs of any parentage? Scruffts 

7. Also called a mouche, what is the two-word term for a tuft of hair under the lower lip? Soul Patch 

8. Arguably a phobia of our time, of what is trypanophobia an irrational fear? Needles or similar 
(Accept blood) 

9. What is the short name for the natural polymer which forms the exoskeletons of insects and 
crustaceans? 

Chitin 

10. A purée of which fruit is added to Prosecco to make a Bellini cocktail? Peach 

 



Team Round 4 

1. The Masters’  

a) Which London venue has hosted the Masters snooker tournament since 2012? Alexandra Palace  
(Accept Ally Pally) 

b) In addition to a trophy and cash prize, what colourful item is presented to the US Masters golf 
champion? 

Green Jacket 

c) Which British tennis player’s victory in the Indian Wells Masters was instrumental in earning 
him an “alternate” slot in the 2021 ATP Finals? 

Cameron Norrie 

2. Multinational Anthems  

a) Which small European nation shares the tune of its national anthem with God Save the Queen? Liechtenstein 
 
 b) Estonia shares the melody of its anthem with which other EU nation with a closely related 

national language? 
Finland 
 

c) From 1997, which country incorporated the anthem of Zambia and Tanzania into its own? (Republic of) South Africa (or RSA) 
(“Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika”)  

3. Two-Character Films  Identify these films each of whose titles can be written with just two characters of type:  

a) A 2009 Pixar animation in which widower Carl Fredricksen visits South America in what could be 
described as a “mobile home”, fulfilling a promise he made to his late wife; 

Up 
 

b) A 1979 Blake Edwards romcom in which Dudley Moore’s character becomes infatuated with a 
young woman who represents perfection on his scale of beauty; 

10 

c) Directed by Federico Fellini and entitled Otto e mezzo in its original Italian, the 1963 winner of 
the Best Foreign Language Film Oscar. 

8½  
 

4. Royal Pseudonyms  

a) Which British monarch was often addressed as Mrs Morley by her favourite, the Duchess of 
Marlborough?  

Queen Anne 

b) Which king borrowed the identity of Ralph Robinson, one of his shepherds, to correspond with 
agricultural publications? 

King George III 

c) To evade capture, which royal personage adopted the guise of an Irish spinning maid named 
Betty Burke?  

Prince Charles Edward Stuart 
or “Bonnie Prince Charlie” 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 

5. Presidential letters Answers are all sequences of three initials commonly used to identify US presidents:  

a) The airport that is one of the USA’s busiest international passenger hub, and the rapid transit 
system that connects it to the city it serves; 

JFK 

b) An informal abbreviation used by birders to describe small unremarkable passerines; 
 

LBJ (little brown job) 

c) The orange device misleadingly known in aviation as a black box. FDR (flight data recorder) 

6. Contemporary Art  

a) Which animal’s dung is habitually incorporated into the paintings of Turner Prize winner Chris 
Ofili? 

Elephant 

b) The title of which artist’s 2007 autobiography is his name followed by the subtitle Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Girl? 

Grayson Perry 

c) What electrical device was concealed in the frame of the Banksy work Balloon Girl, and 
unexpectedly operated at its £1 million sale at Sotheby’s? 

Paper Shredder (or equivalent) 

7. Freshwater Fish  

a) Which fish with the scientific name Tinca tinca is also known as the “doctor fish” from the belief 
that its slime cures sick fish that rub against it? 

Tench 

b) Homophone of a certain game show host’s shortened forename, the pikeperch, important as a 
food fish in Europe but an invasive species in the English Fens, is more widely known as what? 

Zander 

c) The wels, at up to 15 feet, is a European freshwater fish second only in length to the beluga 
sturgeon. It belongs to which order of fish, named for their prominent barbels? 

Catfish  
(or Siluriformes or Nematognathi) 

8. Death in Literature Which authors wrote these 20th century novels: 

a) Death in Venice; Thomas Mann 

b) Death in the Afternoon; Ernest Hemingway 

c) Death in Holy Orders? P.D. James 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 
 

1. What is the common one-word name for the often fatal bacterial infection known as la 
maladie de Bradford or woolsorter’s disease? 

Anthrax 

2. Often associated with sports, the ACME Thunderer is the World’s best-selling model of which 
product? 

Whistle 

3. What familiar four-word phrase summarises the Birkenhead Drill, a maritime code of conduct 
named after the HMS Birkenhead, at whose 1852 wreck it was famously observed? 

Women and children first 
(or equivalent) 

4. Mid- and North-West Wales was the territory of which Celtic tribe that gave its name to a 
geological period? 

Ordovices 

5. In 1949, what four-letter word was removed from the HOLLYWOOD sign that stands on the 
hills above Los Angeles? 

-LAND 

6. In which month is ANZAC Day observed? April 

7. Which British city’s river crossings include the Redheugh Bridge, the Swing Bridge and the High 
Level Bridge? 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

8. What name, taken from the ship from whose timbers it was constructed, is given to the 
president’s desk in the White House Oval Office, also called the Hayes desk? 

Resolute desk 

9. The inn employee known as an ostler was responsible for the care of what? Horses 

10. What term, derived from the Old Dutch for kitten, describes a roughly cylindrical flower 
cluster? 

Catkin 

 



Team Round 6 

1. Siblings in Sport  

a) What is the surname of the Ukrainian brothers Vitali and Wladimir, both World heavyweight 
boxing champions? 

Klitschko 

b) What is the family name of the Brazilian twins Rafael and Fábio who, between 2008 and 2014, 
both played fullback for Manchester United? 

(Pereira) da Silva 

c) What was the country of birth of the sisters, Susan, Sofia and Judit Polgár, who dominated 
women’s chess in the late 20th and early 21st centuries? 

Hungary 

2. Siblings Selling Stuff  

a) Which retail chain was founded by and named after brothers Karl and Theo Albrecht? ALDI 
(Albrecht Diskont) 

b) Which sportswear brand was named after its founders Harold and Wallace Humphreys? Umbro 
(from Humphreys Brothers) 

c) What was the appropriate brand name used by Lines Brothers Ltd, the toy manufacturer 
established by William, Walter and Arthur Lines and once claimed to be the world’s biggest? 

Tri-ang Toys 
(3 Lines = a triangle) 

3. Siblings in Shakespeare  

a) Which Shakespeare play hinges on the separation at birth of identical twins, both called 
Antipholus, and of their identical twin manservants, both called Dromio? 

The Comedy of Errors 

b) In Twelfth Night, who is the twin brother of the heroine, Viola, from whom she is separated in a 
shipwreck? 

Sebastian 

c) What is the noble title of Richard III’s brother George, whom he orders drowned in a butt of 
Malmsey wine? 

Duke of Clarence 

4. Siblings in Science  

a) The astronomers William and Caroline Herschel are celebrated in a museum at their former 
house in which English city that had afforded William copious work as a musician? 

Bath 

b) What is the French word for a hot-air balloon, a reference to the brothers who invented it? Montgolfière 
(Accept Montgolfier) 

c) What was the surname of German brothers Wilhelm, a linguistics pioneer, and Alexander, an 
explorer and naturalist who gave his name to an unrivalled 400 species and 1600 locations?  

(von) Humboldt 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 

5. Siblings in the Sky  

a) What is the name from Greek mythology for the star cluster Messier 45, also known as the 
Seven Sisters? 

The Pleiades 

b) Which planet has moons named after Phobos and Deimos, twin sons of Ares and Aphrodite, also 
in Greek mythology? 

Mars 

c) What are the two brightest stars in the constellation Gemini, named after two children of Leda 
described as “twin half-brothers”? (How does that work?) 

Castor and Pollux            (Accept             
α-Geminorum and β-Geminorum) 

6. Siblings on Screen  

a) Which winner of the Best Actress Oscar is the sister of Warren Beatty? Shirley MacLaine 

b) What was the forename of Walt Disney’s elder brother with whom he co-founded the Walt 
Disney Company? 

Roy (O.) Disney 
 

c) Which Carry On stalwart played Eric Sykes’ twin sister, Harriet, in his eponymous 1970s sitcom? Hattie Jacques 
 

7. Siblings in Song  

a) The barcarolle Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes is a popular number from which 1889 comic opera, 
the title of which refers to the occupation of foster-brothers Marco and Giuseppe Palmieri? 

The Gondoliers 

b) What uncomplimentary name implying a family connection did unrelated folk singers Maddy 
Prior and June Tabor adopt when performing together? 

The Silly Sisters 

c) What was the forename of the youngest Gibb brother, never a Bee Gee, who achieved three US 
number ones? 

Andy  
(Accept Andrew) 

8. Siblings in Story  

a) In Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass, alleged damage to what item initiated a “battle” 
between the brothers Tweedledum and Tweedledee? 

A Rattle 

b) What was the childhood home of siblings Tom and Maggie Tulliver, the title of the classic 19th 
century novel in which they feature? 

The Mill on the Floss 
(Accept Dorlcote Mill) 

c) Born Antonia Susan Drabble, which Booker prize winner is the elder sister of fellow novelist 
Margaret Drabble?  

A.S. Byatt 



Individual Round 7  
 

1. What is the collective name given to the first ten amendments to the US Constitution?  Bill of Rights 

2. Of which German forename is Heidi a traditional diminutive?  Adelheid 

3. Who was the first of the former World Champions still competing in Formula 1 in 2021 to win 
the title? 

Fernando Alonso 

4. In space exploration, what is the popular two-word synonym for an EVA? Space walk 
(EVA=Extra-vehicular activity) 

5. How many assassination attempts did Queen Victoria survive? 8 (by seven people – one 
unsuccessfully tried twice) 

6. What is the usual name for the food crop that has the folk name sparrow grass? Asparagus 

7. The title of a Shelley poem, what is the Greek name for the pharaoh Rameses II? Ozymandias 

8. What is the term for playing pieces in a board game shaped to represent people? Meeples 

9. What three-letter word is defined as the lowest point on a mountain ridge between two 
peaks? 

Col 

10. Who, not for the first time, won the Best Actress Oscar at the 2021 ceremony? Frances McDormand 

 



Team Round 8 

1. Alloys For each of these alloys, which metallic element is the most abundant constituent? 

a) Pewter Tin 

b) Dental amalgam Mercury 

c) Nickel silver Copper 

2. Roccupational Hazards  

a) In 2016, which royal accidentally slashed Ed Sheeran’s cheek while performing a mock 
investiture on James Blunt? 

Princess Beatrice 

b) Which parody heavy metal band lost eight drummers to fatal events ranging from “spontaneous 
human combustion” to a “bizarre gardening accident”? 

Spinal Tap 

c) Which notoriously destructive drummer, nicknamed “the Loon”, almost blew himself up with 
explosives he’d secreted in his drums on an American TV show?  

Keith Moon 

3. Eponymous Municipalities  

a) Which planned town was called Dawley New Town when designated in 1963, but renamed in 
honour of an eminent engineer? 

Telford 

b) Which Welsh town was formed from the villages of Baglan, Margam and Aberafan, and named 
after the family who built docks there in 1837? 

Port Talbot 

c) Which model village within the City of Bradford was named by concatenating the surname of 
the mill owner who founded it and the river on which it stands? 

Saltaire 
(Sir Titus Salt + River Aire) 

4. Linguistic Boundaries  

a) The Landsker Line divides which of Wales’ historic counties into its traditionally Welsh-speaking 
North and English-speaking South? 

Pembrokeshire 

b) The areas associated with which two dialects are separated by the Benrath Line, winding from 
west of Düsseldorf to east of Berlin? 

High and Low German 

c) Misleadingly described as a “ditch”, the line separating German- from French-speaking 
Switzerland is named after which potato dish popular in the German part but not in the French?   

Rösti 
(Röstigraben) 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 

5. Shared Gold  …Winning British pairings in Tokyo 

a) Whom did Katie Archibald partner to win gold in the Women’s Madison at the recent Tokyo 
Olympics? 

Laura Kenny (Accept Trott) 

b) Alongside which high profile partner, previously a double bronze medallist, did Matty Lee 
achieve gold? 

Tom Daley 
(Men’s Synchronised Diving) 

c) Appropriately for men chasing gold, Stuart Bithell and Dylan Fletcher won their gold medals in 
which sailing class, its name a reference to the length of the dinghy? 

49er 
 

6. Posh Cars Which European volume car manufacturers spawned these luxury or performance marques: 

a) DS; Citroën 

b) Polestar; Volvo 

c) Cupra? SEAT 

7. Periodic Celebrations  

a) In its original biblical context, how many years constitute a Jubilee? 50 years 

b) The Oberammergau Passion Play has normally been performed every ten years, in years ending 
with which digit? 

Zero or equivalent 

c) Alluded to in a Northern expression suggesting a rare event, which Northern English city holds 
its so-called Guild celebrations at 20-year intervals, the next being scheduled for 2032? 

Preston 

8. Tongue Twisters  

a) What are the first three words of the tongue twister allegedly inspired by Lyme Regis geology 
pioneer, Mary Anning, subject of the 2020 biopic Ammonite? 

She sells seashells 

b) How many imperial pints comprise an imperial peck of pickled pepper as picked by Peter Piper? 16 
(1 peck = 2 gallons) 

c) The question is not “how much wood would a woodchuck chuck”, but what alternative name 
for the woodchuck is mentioned in the North American tradition observed every February 2nd? 

Groundhog 



Beer Round 
 

1.   

a) Under what nom-de-plume did Theodor Geisel write children’s books? Dr Seuss 

b) The runway of which Hebridean island’s airport is a sandy beach submerged at high tide? Barra 

c) The escutcheon (shield) of which Midland city’s coat of arms features an elephant with a castle 
on its back? 

Coventry 

2.   

a) Under what nom-de-plume does Daniel Handler write children’s books? Lemony Snickett 

b) The World’s shortest scheduled flight is the two-minute hop between Westray and which 
neighbouring island in Orkney? 

Papa Westray 

c) The escutcheon (shield) of which Midland city’s coat of arms features a camel, an eagle and a 
boar’s head, as well as a scythe, a vase and two lengths of knotted rope? 

Stoke-on-Trent 

 

Spare Questions 
 

1. Which country is the home of Embraer, the World’s third largest civil aircraft manufacturer? Brazil 

2. In which city was prime minister David Lloyd George born? Manchester  

3. What is the usual function of a Panopticon, a building design in which all other areas are 
visible from a single focal point? 

Prison or similar institution 

 


